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Who doxed Ayda Khoury?u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eAyda Khoury, Anonymous hacktivist turned NSA officer, must
save fellow spy, Ankara Chief of Station Alex Hart, whose doxed identity leads to his kidnapping by a high-profile
terrorist.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eAyda's track-and-rescue operation is derailed when the Agency needs a
scapegoat for a domestic spying scandal. Doxed by her former Anonymous comrades and facing a Congressional
hearing, Ayda is approached by a mysterious intelligence contractor who offers her a chance to salvage her operation,
if she:u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eStages her own defection, delivers a cache of falsehood-seeded data to the
famed terrorist, and get close enough to him to uncover Hart’s whereabouts. If she’s successful, Ayda will earn a full
Congressional pardon and protection.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eBut in the world of cyber-espionage, everyone
has a double agenda, and it appears Ayda's doxing and Hart’s kidnapping are connected. Ayda is unable to trust her
former friends, and she’s forced to rely on unlikely allies for survival.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eAssisted by an
officer of an intelligence service she once worked against, a traumatized terrorist, and a little help from the internet
hate machine, can Ayda save herself and Alex Hart? Or will their enemies' plan to scuttle the Iranian nuclear deal take
the two of them down with it?
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